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Napoleon strove mightily to give France a first-class Navy.  Lacking time and competent 
subordinates enough, he failed, but he achieved enough-despite Trafalgar and other defeats-to 
keep England worried until 1813-14. 

He was responsible for many naval reforms, including permanent crews for his warships, and 
an insistence on better officer training and naval administration.  In 1804 he issued the first 
uniform regulations for common seamen, which merely standardized what had long been 
common sailor dress, dark blue jackets, red waistcoats, and dark blue trousers, with a high-
crowned "plug" hat.  Specialists were identified by collars of distinctive colours: red for gun 
crews, aurore for helmsmen and pilots, crimson for carpenters and caulkers, white for 
sailmakers, black for armorers, and blue with yellow braiding for the elite top-men.  Officers 
had plain dark blue undress uniforms and black chapeaus.  They and the maîtres (senior non-
commissioned officers) usually wore long-tailed coats instead of jackets. 

These uniforms steadily became more "military" especially after 1808.  Army-style insignia 
of grade and long service were adopted, and the crew of each ship of the line was given a 
distinctive uniform. 

The result. however, was to leave us with a series of puzzles.  Contemporary artists, amateur 
or professional, seldom pictured naval uniforms; when they did, we seldom can be certain that 
they identified them correctly.  Naval units serving with the French Army may have been 
outfitted hurriedly with whatever clothing was available.  And sailors-proverbially carefree and 
easy-going-probably did not concern themselves overmuch with perfect conformity to the 
decreed style of dress. 

Two points should be noted: First, the French Navy, unlike England and the United States, 
had no marines; second, its Naval Artillery was a separate organization from the rest of the 
Navy.  Founded in 1626, it always was thoroughly military in discipline, dress, and function. 
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